Built for Wealth Managers

Wealth Stack

All-in-One Platform
From macro strategy to asset allocation to crafting client
insights, our team specializes in the labor-intensive aspects of
portfolio management. MarketDesk allows you to save time
and refocus on growing your firm.

0.00% AUM Fees
Most outsourced portfolio solutions require you to hand
over discretionary authority and pay a fee based on
your AUM. MarketDesk is built differently. You receive the
same institutional quality analysis but maintain control.

See the Benefits →

A Flexible Partnership
Subscribe to one or all of the MarketDesk capabilities

Pricing →
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Management
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OCIO Services & Models
Low-cost Portfolio Construction

Data Driven Asset Allocation
Click below to view each report

Established Investment Process
Our firm's independence ensures that our interests are 100% aligned with yours. We sell no products and have no
AUM fees or hidden agenda. MarketDesk currently offers 4 ETF Models and 8 Quantitative Stock Portfolios.

How Advisors Work With MarketDesk
MarketDesk offers an easy-to-implement solution with a three-step workflow. Our team provides a Quarterly
Checklist to see a roadmap of activities related to portfolio management and growing your practice.

1
Extensive Research
Our team maintains +30 active ratings on
core asset classes. You receive access to
the full library of supporting research.

2
Model Portfolios

The investment research drives model
construction. Our team provides monthly
commentary and performance updates.

3
Client Insights
You receive white label materials
to communicate key insights to
current and prospective clients.

Investment Research Tools
Data Driven Portfolio Analysis

Research Philosophy
Our approach to research and portfolio strategy is centered around evidence-based investing. Instead of basing
decisions on near-term trends or “expert” opinions, our team focuses on historical data, leading indicators, and
statistical probabilities to guide core asset allocation ratings and tactical ideas. This quantitative overlay rewards
facts, not opinions, and allows MarketDesk to simplify an often complicated market narrative.

Macro Strategy

Core Ratings

Tactical Ideas

Analysis across asset classes and
macro conditions. Timely
strategy pieces and QuickTake
commentaries to keep you
ahead of the market narrative.

30+ ratings across sectors,
factors, credit, and international
markets. Monthly updates
designed to monitor current
views and inform positioning.

Idea generation across industries
and themes. A deep dive report
is published on every idea, and
our team tracks the opportunity
until the position is closed.

Report Lineup
Category

Macro

Core Ratings

Tactical

Frequency

Report Title & Description

Quarterly

Asset Allocator’s Guide — Our most read report. Quarterly roadmap to guide high-level portfolio
allocations and enhance investment committee decisions.

Bi-Weekly

Strategy Snapshot — Timely strategy pieces looking across asset classes and macro conditions.

Weekly

The Weekly Note — Weekly report discussing timely market topics. Page 2 highlights six timely charts
defining each week. Page 3 is a weekly asset class performance heatmap.

Ad Hoc

QuickTakes — Quick hits on market moving topics. Meant to be read in under 3 minutes

Monthly

Monthly Roundup — Highlights key trends and core ratings updates intra-quarter. Pulls together
commentary from the monthly core reports. Designed for clients with limited time.

Monthly

Sector Insights — Coverage of all 11 U.S. sectors and underlying industries. In-depth look at
fundamentals, earning trends, technicals, and investor sentiment / positioning.

Monthly

Factor Views — Coverage of all 8 primary equity factors. Analysis includes an in-depth look at
fundamentals, earning trends, technicals, and investor positioning.

Monthly

Credit Strategy — Summary of macro trends and key economic indicators across both Emerging and
Developed Markets

Monthly

International Markets — Summary of macro trends and key economic indicators across both Emerging
and Developed Markets.

Monthly

Economic Monitor — Tracks key indicators across labor markets, consumption, housing, manufacturing,
and more.

Bi-Weekly

Tactical Opportunities — Idea generation across industries, themes, and international regions. Full report
discussing the opportunity, catalysts, risks, and portfolio implementation.

Weekly

Tradebook — Performance is tracked and refreshed weekly in the Tactical Tradebook, which also
includes real-time catalyst and risk updates.

Weekly

Idea Screens — Efficiently find new ideas in the S&P 1500 across various methodologies, including value,
momentum, earnings revisions, & more.

White Label Insights

Prebuilt Client Communication for Wealth Managers

Overview
Upgrade your communications strategy to save time, increase client engagement, and grow your practice. See how
prebuilt market insights make it seamless to communicate with current clients and convert a higher percentage of
prospective clients. Our team creates the content. You customize the insights with your brand. Your clients receive
value-add insights from your firm. See the FAQs to learn more.

✓ Simple Pricing of $250/quarter

✓ Save Time & Grow Your Firm

We are proud to say MarketDesk White Label
Insights have a 97% renewal rate since inception.
However, there is no long-term contract and you
can cancel at any time.

Save +10 hours each quarter drafting and creating
the content and refocus that time on growth. We
deliver the insights to you 95% complete. All you need
to do is add your firm’s touch and feel.

✓ Stand Out & Convert More Prospects

✓ Build Stronger Client Relationships

Differentiate yourself from other local advisors and
stay top of mind with prospective clients by
providing value-add insights on a regular basis.

Increase client engagement by providing timely
market insights. Use the chart packs to effortlessly
explain investing and financial planning concepts.

Sample Client Insights

Quarterly Client Letter

Monthly Client Letter

Quarterly Webinar 1

Prebuilt Client Presentations

Download Sample PDF →

Download Sample PDF →

Download Slides →

Compliance Support →

Compliance Support →

View Talking Points →

Financial Planning →
Equity Markets →
Credit Markets →
Global Economics →

1

The Quarterly Webinar is included in the OCIO subscription. Learn more →

